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1.0  INTRODUCTION 



The National Industrial Court of Nigeria (NICN) is a superior court 
with exclusive civil jurisdiction over labour and employment 
matters in Nigeria. Section 254 (C)(1) (f) of the Constitution of the 
Federal Republic of Nigeria, 1999 (as amended) confers on the 
Court the jurisdiction to pronounce on unfair labour practices, and 
international best practices in labour, employment and industrial 
relations. 



This work examines the concept of unfair labour practices, and 
international best practices in labour and employment matters 
with the aid of decided cases of the National Industrial Court of 
Nigeria. It gives various examples of unfair labour practices, and 
demonstrates that not all HR policies, and agreement between 

*Bimbo Atilola  is the Managing Partner of Hybrid Solicitors. Send comments to 
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employers and employees will be enforced by the Court. It warns 
employers  against unfair labour practices as it is no longer 
business as usual in the  world of work.



2.0 WHAT IS UNFAIR LABOUR PRACTICE?



The term “unfair labour practice” has been generally defined to 
mean practices that do not conform to best practice in labour 
circles as may be enjoined by local and international experience1. It 
consists of acts or omissions in employment relationships that are 
considered unjust, inequitable, oppressive, highly unconscionable 
including grave breaches of employees’ rights. 



The relationship between employers and employees is a 
relationship between two unequals, thus, the unequal bargaining 
powers in employment relationships have made employees to be 
susceptible to abuse and grave unfair labour practices. The 
inequality of bargaining powers in employment relationships 
generally undermines the freedom of contract of employees.This 
unequal bargaining power manifests in various ways including the 
use of standard form contracts. It is a matter of common 
knowledge that most contracts of employment are standard form 
contracts. A standard form contract is a contract between two 
parties, where the terms and conditions of the contract are set by 
the dominant party with little or no input from the other party. 
Standard form contracts undermine the power of employees to 
negotiate the terms and conditions of employment. Employee 
Handbooks also complement the individual employee’s contracts 
of employment, copies of which are customarily handed to 
employees during their onboarding 

1 See Mix & Bake v NUFBTE (2004) 1 N.L.L.R (Pt.49) 69, Aluminium Manufacturing Co. Nig. Ltd v 
Volkswagen Nig. Ltd (2010) 21 N.L.L.R (Pt.60) 428, F.B.N Plc v Associated Motors (1998) 10 NWLR 
(Pt.570) 441, MPWUN v Alzico Ltd (2010) 18 NLLR (Pt.49)69.

2 See Ajayi v Texaco Nig. Ltd (1987) 3 NWLR (Pt. 62) 577.
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process. Employee Handbooks contain other several terms and 
conditions of employment which are  deemed to have been 
incorporated into the individual employee’s contract of 
employment2. Employment Handbook is also a specie of standard 
form contract and many of them contain unconscionable and 
unfair terms. 



The challenge  of unequal bargaining powers in employment 
relationships is further made worse by the rising unemployment 
situation in Nigeria with the effect that contracts of employment 
are issued to job applicants on a ‘take it or leave it’ basis. In this 
situation, employees have had to sign contracts of employment 
containing unconscionable and unfair terms. As we are going to 
demonstrate later in the course of this work, the National 
Industrial Court of Nigeria has the power to set aside and nullify 
unfair and unconscionable provisions or clauses in contracts of 
employment notwithstanding the fact that employees had signed 
the contracts. 



3.0 EXAMPLES OF UNFAIR LABOUR PRACTICES



3.1 The National Industrial Court of Nigeria has been invoking its 
jurisdiction over unfair labour practices with commendations. In 
Akinfemiwa Akinyinka & Anor v More Time CO2 Gas Plant Ltd 
& Ors3, the National Industrial Court of Nigeria held that denial of 
annual leave due to an employee is an unfair labour practice. 
Similarly, in Maiya v Incorporated Trustees, Clinton Health 
Access Initiative Nigeria & Ors4, the National Industrial Court of 
Nigeria held that termination of employment of a female employee 
on account of pregnancy is an unfair labour practice. 

3 Unreported Suit No. NIC/377/2008.

4 (2012) 27 N.L.L.R (Pt. 76) 100.

5 See Akinrinade Adebowale v Orchid Hotels Ltd. Unreported Suit No. NICN/63/2020.
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The NICN has equally held the following practices and policies to 
amount to unfair labour practice
 Indefinite suspension without pay
 Vindictive suspension
 Employment bond of 5 years tenure
 Withholding of a bank employee’s salary or terminal benefits on 

account of non-performing loans
 To compel an employee to bank with a bank chosen by the 

employer
 To compel an employee to invest his emoluments or terminal 

benefits in a particular scheme1
 To detain an employee’s educational certificates as a security1
 Purported rejection of employee’s resignation letter on account 

of alleged misconduct, or pending investigation1
 Termination of employment on grounds of lawful trade union 

activities1
 Retroactive implementation of a policy1
 Denial of employee’s right to join a trade unio
 Employer’s interference in the union’s internal affairs
 Forced resignatio
 Wrongful withholding of employee’s salary15



3.2 OTHER EXAMPLES OF UNFAIR LABOUR PRACTICES



The categories or species of unfair labour practices is not closed, 
hence the list is not exhaustive. While not all acts of unfair labour 
practices relate to infractions of a written law, grave violations of 
minimum standards prescribed by labour legislations, especially 

6 Abdulrahman Yetunde v University of Ilorin Teaching Hospital Management Board & Anor 
(2013) 35 NLLR (Pt. 103) 40.

7 Iscare Nig Ltd v Victoria Omotayo Akinsanya & Anor. Unreported Suit No. NICN/LA/484/2012.

8 Ashibuogwu Chibuzor v Uited Bank of Africa Plc unreported Suit No. LA/459/2017/.

9 See Olabode Ogunyale & Ors v Globacom Nig Ltd. Unreported Suit No. NIC/LA/30/2008.

10 Some companies compel their employees to buy its shares.

11 This is a commom practice in the pharmaceutical industry.

11
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the Labour Act, will certainly qualify as an unfair labour practice. 
The following unwholesome labour practices, for instance, will also 
qualify as unfair labour practices

 Unilateral and indiscriminate pay cu
 denial of maternity leave1
 payment of salary other than in legal tender1
 failure to issue a contract of employment within 3 months of 

engagemen
 casualisatio
 sex and racial discriminatio
 coercion of employee to relinquish rights
 yellow dog contracts1
 unduly long working hour
 termination of employment on account of HIV/AID
 discriminations on account of marital status
 compelling employees to buy its shares.



The list of what amounts to an unfair labour practice is not closed. 
To constitute an unfair labour practice, the alleged practice must 
be shown to fall short of international best practice in labour and 
employment, or unfair, inhuman, cruel, inequitable, obnoxious or a  
grave violation of employment legislation. Thus, in the exercise of 
its jurisdiction over unfair labour practices, the National Industrial 
Court, upon proper consideration of the facts of each case before 
it, will continue to determine workplace practices which constitute 

12 See Ineh Monday Mgbeti v Unity Bank Plc. Unreported Suit No. NICN/LA/98?2014.

13 Adesanya Adeyemi Joachim v Union Registrars Ltd. Unreported Suit No. NICN/LA/139/2014.

14 See Ekeoma Ajah v Fidelity Bank. unreported Suit No. NICN/LA/588/2017.

15 See Onumajuru Linda v Eko Corp Plc & Ors. Unreported Suit No. NICN/LA/63/2020.

16 See Section 54 of the Labour Act.

17 See Section 1 (1)(a) of the Labour Act.

18 A yellow dog contract is a written undertaking or agreement by an employee not to join a 
trade union. It is an agreement between an employee and an employer in which the 
employee agrees, as a condition of employment, not to join a trade union.
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unfair labour practices. In making this determination, the Court will 
be guided by the tenets of fairness, decent work, equity including 
international best practices.



4.0 NICN AND THE JURISDICTION TO APPLY INTERNATIONAL 
BEST PRACTICES  



The Constitution also vests the Court with the mandate to apply 
international best practices in labour, employment and industrial 
relations. A best practice refers to a set of guidelines and practice 
that is known to produce good outcomes. Best practices are 
commonly organic in that they emerge after years of trial. 
International best practices in labour, employment and industrial 
relations refers to a set or body of rules, guidelines and practices 
that have become globally recognised as best practices in 
employment and labour relations. This presupposes that there is a 
global or universal consensus that some workplace practices have 
become recognised as best practices in employment and labour 
circles19. For instance, principles such as Freedom of Association 
and the right of workers to organise and bargain collectively, 
freedom from sex and racial discrimination, gender equality, 
decent work, maternity rights and protection, paternity leave, non 
interference in union’s internal affairs, annual leave, non 
discrimination against employee living with HIV/AIDS, have 
arguably become globally recognised standards and best practices 
in labour and employment circles.



4.1 FREEDOM OF CONTRACTS AND UNCONSCIONABLE BARGAINS



The freedom of contract principle recognises the right of parties 
to a contract to freely create and agree on their terms without 

19 See Bimbo Atilola, recent developments in Nigerian Labour and Employment Law, Hybrid 
Consult (2017) P. 5.
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external interference. Employer-employee relationship falls under 
the private law where parties are at liberty to negotiate and agree 
on the terms of their contract. It’s however not all the terms 
agreed by the parties to a contract of employment that the Court 
will enforce.The National Industrial Court will, therefore, strike 
down clauses in contracts of employment or Employee Handbook 
where such clauses manifest unconscionable bargains. The Court 
will set aside clauses or provisions in a contract of employment or 
Employee Handbook where such provisions is found to be gravely 
oppressive, amount to unfair labour practice or contrary to 
international best practice.It is irrelevant that both parties have 
agreed to the unconscionable and offensive clause or provisions. 
The Court may invoke its equitable jurisdiction20 to strike down 
such clauses. This is because as noted in Kurt Severinsen v 
Emerging Market Telecommunication Services Ltd21, the Court’s 
jurisdiction is invoked not for the enforcement of mere contractual 
rights, but for preventing unfair labour practices22. Cases abound 
where the National Industrial Court had exercised this power. In 
Iscare Nig Ltd v Victoria Omotayo Akinsanya (supra), the 1st 
defendant was an employee of the claimant and on salary of 
N540,000 per annum. In consideration of a 7 day training in India 
which cost N569, 108.00, the 1st defendant was made to sign a 
bond under which she was to remain in the service of the employer 
for at least 3 years or pay the employer the sum of N5,000, 000 
(Five Million Naira) only as compensation in addition to the total 
cost of the training if she leaves the service of the company either 
by resignation or dismissal.

20 Section 13 of the National Industrial Court Act (2006) gives the Court the power to 
administer law and equity concurrently.

21 (2012) 27 NLLR (pt. 78) 374 NIC.

22 See Hon Justice Benedict Kanyip, Adjudication: Expectations from Employers: A publication 
of NECA P.14.
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The first defendant was dismissed shortly after returning from the 
said training in India, and the company filed a suit to recover the 
N5,000,000 from her, including the cost of the training. The 
National Industrial Court struck down the bond agreement despite 
the fact that the 1st defendant signed it. Similarly, in Ineh Monday 
Mgbeti v Unity Bank Plc (supra), a provision in the defendant’s 
Employee Handbook provides that management reserves the right 
to reject a letter of resignation of an employee or payment in lieu if 
tendered when investigation of an alleged misconduct or 
disciplinary process is pending or anticipated against such 
employee. The Court struck down the said provision as same is not 
only an unfair labour practice, but a clear case of forced labour. 
Similarly, any ambiguity in the provision of a contract of 
employment, Conditions of Service or Employee Handbook will be 
construed against the employer, the maker of the document23. 
This is referred to as the contra proferentem rule in the 
jurisprudence of interpretation of statutes. 



5.0 CONCLUSION



The jurisdiction of the National Industrial Court to pronounce on 
unfair labour practices, and apply international best practices in 
arriving at its decisions is an important provision of the Third 
Alteration Act. It is a provision that enables the Court to balance 
the unequal power relations between employers and employees, 
and also checks unwholesome practices at the workplace. It is no 
longer business as usual as the National Industrial Court of Nigeria 
will not hesitate to strike down HR policies that amount to unfair 
labour practices. Employers of labour are also advised to seek legal 
advice in the formulation of their HR policies. 
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Human Resources managers also have a role to play in this regard. 
As employees’ advocate and custodian of the organisation’s HR 
policies, Human Resources managers must be courageous enough 
to stand against a culture of unfair labour practices. HR managers 
also need to shore up their knowledge of contemporary labour and 
employment law to enable them guide their organisations right in 
human resource policy formulation and implementation. Certainly, 
it is no longer business as usual as employees are also increasingly 
becoming aware of their rights. 


